
EPYSA COVID-19 Resources & ICSL COVID Guidelines can be found at the top of the 

ICSL Home page: www.icslsoccer.org 

ICSL WILL FOLLOW EPYSA GUIDELINES: https://www.epysa.org/covid-19-resources-/  

All players, coaches, trainers, referees and spectators should wear masks. This includes 

when warming up, sitting on the sidelines and playing in the game. The only exemption 

to this is a person that meets the exemption in the Face Covering Order. Referees will 

not be responsible for enforcement. 

ICSL also highly recommends players, coaches and spectators are on opposite sides of 

the field of the opposing team and that teams NOT share a sideline. 

While we all have our own beliefs and opinions regarding the need for face coverings 

and social distancing, we are doing this for the children and our love for soccer. Face 

coverings should be worn by all at your soccer games. 

Please follow the EPYS/ICSL COVID Policies. 

*(NO EXCEPTIONS UNLESS MEDICAL CONDITION OR FULLY VACCINATED) * 

 
League Game Guidelines: 
  

- REPORT to ICSL: If any player, coach or spectator has tested positive for 
covid-19  
 

- Players and Coaches should be on same sideline as their spectators. 
 

- Do not allow any team member(s) with symptoms to attend any league games 
  

- If you are sick, feeling sick or have a temperature, you must not attend league 
games 
  

- Players and coaches should remain in their vehicles until the its time to enter the 
facility (to allow teams and supporters at previous games to leave the Venue) 
  

- Players and coaches must wear face coverings between the parking lot and the 
field 

 
- Coaches should wear masks during the whole game 

 
- Coaches and players should maintain social distancing during half time, water 

breaks and at all times when off the field of play 
 

http://www.icslsoccer.org/
https://www.epysa.org/covid-19-resources-/


- Do not share water bottles, drinks or any personal items 
  

- No handshakes or high fives 
  

- Soccer balls should be disinfected before and after each game 
  

- No spitting  
 

- Avoid touching eyes, nose, and mouth with hands 
  

- Players should sanitize their hands each time they come off the field 
  

Parents and Spectators Guidelines: 
 

- Anyone with symptoms (fever, cough, etc.) should not attend games 
  

- Spectators and guests should bring personal hand sanitizer and wipes to games 
  

- All spectators must wear a face covering traveling while between the parking lots 
and the fields 
  

- Spectators should be separated to comply with all social distancing guidelines (6 
feet apart) 
  

- Anyone feeling sick should leave the facility immediately 
  

- It is strongly recommended that people over 65 and/or with pre-existing 
conditions do not attend  
  

Health and Safety Guidelines: 
 

- Clubs should provide communications (emails, zoom calls, TeamSnap etc.) to 
clearly communicate expectations, protocols, health and safety, and reduce risk 
for its members.  
  

- Provide video/multimedia health and safety tutorials for all members of your club 
including spectators 
  

- All players and coaches should do a temperature self-check prior to each league 
game 
  

- If a player has a temperature, they should not play 
  



- Anyone who feels sick or has any symptoms of COVID-19 should not attend 
league games 
  

- Anyone who has had close contact with a person known to have COVID-19 
should not attend league games 
  

- All people planning to be on site should bring their own face coverings and hand 
sanitizer 

 
Field Guidelines: 
  

- Reduce the number of people on site in one area at any one time to promote 
social distancing 
  

- Feel free to use tape and/or cones to ensure proper distance is followed by all 
attendees 
  

- We do not recommend any team or group pictures on site 
  

- Anyone who becomes sick during the event should leave the facility immediately 
  

 
 


